Performances and Workshops for Events
Passionate about bringing live performance and opera to new spaces and audiences, Rogue
Opera creates bespoke performances and workshops for a wide range of corporate, private and
fundraising events. We can also provide thrilling online concerts and workshops.
We bring the transcendent power, beauty and emotion of the best known operas from the grand
theatre stage into immersive and intimate settings.
Our Experience an Aria online concept provides a ‘behind the curtain’ insight into the stories and
characters of opera, paired with recorded performances from the Rogue Opera Studio and
our Refresh and Revitalise workshops brighten up online meetings and events .
Rogue Opera’s talented cast and creative team are all experienced professionals with backgrounds
including BBC Singers, Longborough Festival Opera, Royal Opera House Chorus, English National
Opera Chorus, Glyndebourne, Grange Park and Wexford Opera Festivals and perform as soloists
regularly throughout the UK and Europe.

This document gives an overview of our offerings and costs however we are happy to scope specific
events in more detail.

“So much energy and vitality!”
“The singing, acting and staging
were superb. As good as I
have seen at Covent Garden.”
“Rogue Opera has brought the magic
of opera into our home.”

VIRTUAL PERFORMANCES
RINGING OUT ACROSS THE AETHER...
With two lock-downs under our belt, we’re expert at bringing the magic of live performance to life through the
camera lens in unique and engaging online experiences.

LIVE FROM THE ROGUE OPERA STUDIO
With our professional livestream set-up, utilising Vimeo Livestream Studio, Sony cameras, Rode and DPA microphones
and Logic Pro Sound mixing, we can host your event on our platform, or broadcast into your Zoom party, Facebook
Event, video channel or website in 1080p HD.
5 - 10 Minute Performance
One Singer with custom recorded piano track
with Pianist

- enhance with additional singers, +£175 per performer
Substantial Performance, with live pianist (30 - 90 minutes)
Two singers, with pianist
- enhance the experience with one or two additional singers +£245, per performer

£200
£400

£895

CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR SHOWCASE

SITE SPECIFIC LIVESTREAMS / HYBRID EVENTS
While restrictions are still in place for large gatherings, we can help create new experiences by broadcasting our
gala concerts from high-tech Green Screen studios and unique venues to a virtual audience, or opening up a socially
distanced in-person event to a wider audience. We can work with your providers or bring in a production team
(with mobile streaming capacity and all the A/V trimmings (multi-camera angles, professional visual mixing) and
create a bespoke, site-responsive gala event.

5 Rogue Opera Performers and event manager / host
£1995
Livestream production from Big Door Broadcast - starting from £2000, includes £2000
vision mixer, sound engineer, camera operator, 4G broadcast backup and multi-camera
options.

REVITALISING WORKSHOPS
Interactive online workshop sessions encourage delegates to
explore how movement, breathing and sound influence their
communications with each other in an unique and fun way.
A great way to revitalise brains and bodies during intense online
sessions or working days.
20 Minute - Refresh and Revitalise Sessions:
• movement and sound games
• acting and performance tips for posture and presence
• exploring the power of each person’s unique voice to connect
and communicate
60 Minute - Explore and Create Sessions, topics include:
• movement, sound and acting exercises
• applying performance techniques for clear and confident
communication and blue sky thinking
• tools for improving presence, poise and speech
• create two part harmony with your colleagues, learning to sing
an opera chorus
Starts at £150/£400
*multi-session, 1/2 day and full day bespoke packages also available

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Rogue Opera’s Director, Bronwen Stephens-Harding delivers an engaging,
and musical keynote speech, sharing her journey through the corporate
and performance worlds and the lessons learnt on the way:
• Left brain and right brain problem solving
• constructive performance analysis
• understanding and learning from failure
• conquering stage fright
• connecting with your audience
£600 for 45-60 minutes, including a live performance
*can be combined with an Opera Gala performance with additional guest
performers

OPERA ONLINE FOR EDUCATION
ENGAGING & EDUCATING
We are very passionate about bringing the magic of opera alive for young people and have done a number of
successful sound and movement workshops with London schools. We can develop a structured, interactive online
session or series of sessions.
The sessions are run by Director Bronwen Stephens-Harding and Music Director Guy Murgatroyd and introduce
children to the terminology and history of opera, utilising a series of our original-content educational videos ‘Opera
Terminology’, ‘Treading the Boards of History’ and ‘Rogue Reveals our Favourite Opera’ as take-away materials and
for discussion during the sessions.
We can also incorporate an ‘Experience An Aria’ segment where we discuss the characters, stories and musical themes
of a particular piece, show the children the performance of the piece from our extensive archive of arias and duets
created by Rogue Opera singers, then engage them further with fun and simple ‘try it yourself’ interactions.
These workshops can also be adapted for an adult audience and for corporate team building or community
events.

CLICK HERE TO SEE EXAMPLE CONTENT
Costs: Guide price £250 for single workshop, including content and material development. Bespoke events or
workshop series - POA

“I now see a whole new side to opera and the thoughts behind it.”

BESPOKE IN-PERSON EVENTS
BRINGING OPERA TO NEW SPACES
With a cast of 4 - 8 singers, pianist or small ensemble, we can deliver the grand operatic stories of love, liberty,
seduction, obsession and revenge in unique, up-close and unforgettable performances. We specialise in creating
site-specific immersive events around your guests or weaving a spell-binding promenade journey through love, loss
and tragedy, complete with imaginative staging and costumes.
We can create bespoke Revue Style events and also currently have full-length productions of Carmen and Don
Giovanni in our repertoire. Future staged productions (late 2021/2022) include Rossini’s La Cenerentola (Cinderella)
and an original pastiche production ‘The Tudors’, utilising scenes from Donizetti’s operas - Roberto Devereux, Anna
Bolena, Maria Stuarda and Il castello di Kenilworth.
Please visit https://rogueopera.co.uk/productions/ for more information and show-reels of our 2018 and 2019
productions of Carmen and Don Giovanni (which are ready to book with a minimal lead time).
Bespoke event creations can be flexible in the number of performers involved however the costs below for Carmen
and Don Giovanni provide a good guideline.
Immersive Performance cost example (Carmen / Don Giovanni)
Performers (8 / 9 people *pianist only)
Technical crew and surtitle operator (4 people)
Transport & expenses (London venue)

£6,400 / £7,200
£1000
£700

Additional costs
Concept & Design for site / client specific adjustments
includes design, development, site visits and scoping
Hire of additional staging / lighting
Create a virtual event - live-streamed or recorded as live

from £1500
as required
POA

CLIENT
TESTIMONIALS

FULLER’S ANNUAL CONFERENCE - 2019
“Working with Rogue Opera was a departure from the norm for our business, yet
at every turn our excitement was rewarded and expectations exceeded. As the
client, we felt there was real energy and passion for our theme and our people,
which resulted in an output beyond the brief. We couldn’t recommend them highly
enough.”
Fred Turner, Retail Director

D3 EVENTS - WORMSLEY ESTATE
“Rogue Opera were engaged by D3 Events to develop, choreograph and facilitate
a bespoke opera workshop. This for a key client of D3’s annual conference, being
held for the first time in a unique opera venue. No mean feat in doing so for a group
size of up to 70 at a time, they achieved an inspiring and inclusive session that
delegates responded to glowingly. Bronwen was exceptional in her organisation
of the team and communication with D3 and our AV provider was faultless. The
level of professionalism from Rogue Opera was such that D3 could rely on her to
manage this aspect of the conference for us. Would highly recommend.”
Mark Carless, Project Manager

WANDSWORTH OASIS – 30TH ANNIVERSARY FUNDRAISER
“Wandsworth Oasis engaged Rogue Opera to perform a full production of Bizet’s
Carmen for their 30th Anniversary Fundraiser event at Wandsworth Town Hall in
June 2019. As an events organiser, I have worked with various artists and performers
for more than 10 years with varying degrees of success and stress. It was an
absolute pleasure to work with Bronwen and her team at all stages of the process.
Bronwen is a consummate professional - not only in terms of artistic performance,
but also in terms of client management, marketing and production. During the
interval, Bronwen and the team joined our guests and was able to further not only
our fundraising, but also the audience’s enjoyment of the night. The team also
broke down the set post-performance in quick order and without fuss.
Gill Perkins, CEO

For more information please visit
www.rogueopera.co.uk
or contact Bronwen Harding on
07739 721 086 / bronwen@rogueopera.co.uk

